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Bias-induced oxygen ion dynamics underpins a broad spectrum of electroresistive and memristive
phenomena in oxide materials. Although widely studied by device-level and local voltage-current
spectroscopies, the relationship between electroresistive phenomena, local electrochemical behaviors, and
microstructures remains elusive. Here, the interplay between history-dependent electronic transport and
electrochemical phenomena in a NiO single crystalline thin film with a number of well-defined defect types is
explored on the nanometer scale using an atomic force microscopy-based technique. A variety of
electrochemically-active regions were observed and spatially resolved relationship between the electronic and
electrochemical phenomena was revealed. The regions with pronounced electroresistive activity were further
correlated with defects identified by scanning transmission electron microscopy. Using fully coupled
mechanical-electrochemical modeling, we illustrate that the spatial distribution of strain plays an important
role in electrochemical and electroresistive phenomena. These studies illustrate an approach for
simultaneous mapping of the electronic and ionic transport on a single defective structure level such as
dislocations or interfaces, and pave the way for creating libraries of defect-specific electrochemical responses.

E
lectroresistance and memristance in nanoscale systems are now among the actively investigated topics in
nanoscience and nanotechnology, this interest stemming from applications in non-volatile memories,
reconfigurable logics1–3, memristive4,5 and neuromorphic electronics6,7. The hallmark of these behaviors

is history-dependent responses, including hysteretic behaviors. To date, thousands of studies have been devoted
for revealing the macroscopic mechanisms of electroresistive and memristive phenomena8–11. These phenomena
in oxide materials is originated from the electronic field induced metal or oxygen ion dynamics, so in principle,
the memristive functionalities derive from atomic scale phenomena. Actually, a number of microscopic studies
have been carried out in both anion12–15 and cation2,16–18 mediated electroresistive phenomena as in the mac-
roscopic scale. Multiple groups have explored these systems using conductivity mapping, delineating the spatial
localization of the conductive regions19–21. In some cases, point I-V spectroscopies were used to extract local I-V
curves22–24.

Among the local structures, lattice defects such as crystal interfaces and dislocations are expected to play
especially significant role in atomic scale phenomena since their structures and compositions are different from
bulk phase25–27 allowing them to act as high-speed ionic diffusion paths28–31, nucleation centers for new phases, or
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electronic conduction pathway. Indeed, dislocations and crystal
interfaces are shown to control electroresistive phenomena25,26.
Such electroresistive functionalities at local defects are widely
studied, however, the detailed mechanisms are still elusive. The prob-
lem originates from the complex relationship between electronic
conductivity and ionic dynamics. These two types of information
cannot be separately obtained in ordinal microscopic technique such
as local I-V.

To unravel the intertwined electronic, ionic, and electrochemical
phenomena underpinning electroresistive switching, these function-
alities must be observed simultaneously, but as separate information,
in spatially resolved manner. Recently, electrochemical strain micro-
scopy (ESM)32–34 has emerged as a powerful tool for spatially-
resolved studies of electrochemical systems. ESM is based on the
ionic dynamics induced strain, so the ionic phenomena could be
observed separately from the electronic conductive phenomena. In
this study, the information of both electronic and electrochemical
phenomena are obtained by carrying out ESM voltage spectroscopy
and local I-V spectroscopy in the first-order reversal curves (FORC)
mode simultaneously35. This approach is applied to the epitaxial
NiO, a well-known electroresistive material36–39. Dislocations and
NiO/Pt hetero interfaces of various orientations are introduced into
the NiO single crystalline thin film and their effect on the local
electroresistive phenomena is revealed for the first time. Especially,
NiO/Pt hetero interfaces are well known to enhance electroresistive
functionalities40,41. By linking ESM I-V measurement to local struc-
ture and composition analysis using scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), the relationship
between the amount of ionic or vacancy motion, conductive path
formation, atomic structure and local composition at the hetero
interfaces and dislocations was revealed. Mechanisms for conductive
path formation are discussed in terms of strain distributions and the
proposed mechanisms are confirmed by finite element strain
analysis.

Results
Structural and compositional analysis. In advance to the FORC-
ESM analysis, defect structures in the (001) oriented NiO single
crystalline thin film are defined using TEM, STEM and related
spectroscopic techniques. A 100-nm-thick NiO thin film was
deposited on a single crystalline Pt substrate using pulsed laser
deposition (PLD). Edge-type dislocations were spontaneously
introduced into the NiO film due to the lattice mismatch between
the film and substrate of about 9%. The film deposition conditions
were controlled so as to create Ni-deficient dislocations. In this state,

the dislocations are ferromagnetic in contrast to the antiferromag-
netic bulk42, indicative of a local deviation from the stoichiometry.

Typical bright field transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image is shown in Fig. 1a. The black dots indicated by the green
arrows in TEM image are pure edge type dislocations. A square type
structure is also observed in TEM image as shown by the blue arrow
in Fig. 1a. These two types of defects are investigated using advanced
TEM methods.

The atomic scale high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scan-
ning TEM (STEM) image of a dislocation core viewed from [001] is
shown in Fig. 1b. White dots in the image represent the atomic
columns consisting of both Ni and O atoms. The Burgers vector of
dislocations is determined to be b 5 a/2 [110], which is pure edge
type and is the same vector with dislocations observed in the previous
study42. This type of dislocations in NiO film is known to show Ni-
deficient structure and exhibit ferromagnetic ordering. To confirm
the composition at the dislocation core, electron energy loss spectro-
scopy (EELS) was carried out. Oxygen K edge EEL spectrum taken at
the dislocation core and bulk region are compared in Fig. 1c. Pre-
peak of the O-k edge around 528 eV exists only in the spectrum of
dislocation core. This peak corresponds to the peak observed in Ni
deficient type NiO43. So the dislocations in NiO/Pt are confirmed to
be showing a Ni-deficient structure.

The square structures observed in TEM images are investigated by
HAADF-STEM and STEM energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). Low-magnification HAADF-STEM image of the NiO/square
structure interface is shown in Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2a, bulk NiO is darker
and square structure is brighter. This means that the square structure
includes a heavier element; Pt in this case. The contrast at the NiO/Pt
interfaces changes gradually, so the interfaces are tilted relative to the
electron beam incident direction [001]. Bright field STEM image and
EDS chemical composition mappings are shown in Figs. 2b–e. These
images clearly show that the square defect consists of pure Pt, with
the composition changing gradually at the edges of the Pt square.
This can be seen in the line profiles recorded along the arrow in
Fig. 2b that are shown in Fig. 2f. The line profiles show that the
composition gradually changes from Pt to NiO over a few tens of
nm. This means that the NiO/Pt square interfaces are not parallel to
the electron beam incident direction [001], so the 3-dimensional
shape of the Pt square is that of a truncated pyramid as schematically
shown in Fig. 2g. The Pt shape is confirmed by bright field TEM
observations (see Supplementary S.1). Given that the surface of the
pristine Pt single crystalline is flat with no pyramidal structures prior
to the thin film deposition, the Pt pyramids must have formed during
the thin film deposition process. In this study, NiO film was depos-
ited by PLD followed by thermal annealing in air. Since thin film was

Figure 1 | STEM-EELS analysis of a dislocation. (a) TEM bright field image of NiO single crystalline film at the area including dislocations (green,

thin arrows) and a square defect (a blue, thick arrow). (b) Atomic scale HAADF-STEM image of the dislocation core. The perpendicular symbol is

showing the core of dislocation. (c) O-K edge EEL spectrum taken at bulk region and the dislocation core. An arrow is showing the pre-peak of O-K edge.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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deposited at room temperature and the thermal annealing process is
carried out at 1373K, the Pt pyramid seems to have formed during
thermal annealing. Apparently, annealing triggered redistribution of
phases with minimization of interfacial energy and formation of the
preferential NiO(111)/Pt(111) interfacial morphology40. The thick-
ness of NiO film over the Pt pyramid could not be determined
because there are some varieties in the size of Pt pyramid, but the
thickness is more than a few nanometer as will be discussed in the
ESM I-V analysis section. The NiO surface is flat even though the Pt

pyramid is formed beneath the NiO film because the thermal anneal-
ing temperature is high enough for fast diffusing to flatten the rough
surface44.

ESM I-V analysis. Here, spatially resolved ionic behavior in the NiO
film with dislocations and Pt pyramids was explored using the ESM
voltage spectroscopy45,46. Pt/Cr coated cantilevers were used for the
ESM and I-V measurements, thus forming a Pt/NiO/Pt structure.
This structure is known for its resistive switching and other

Figure 2 | Chemical composition analysis of a square defect. (a) HAADF-STEM image of a square defect. (b) Bright field STEM image of a square defect

where the EDS mapping was carried out. (c) oxygen, (d) nickel and (e) platinum maps obtained by EDS. (f) Line profiles of chemical compositions

extracted at the arrows shown in c. (g) A schematic of Pt pyramid in NiO single crystalline film. Upper green region is the NiO film and lower blue block is

the single crystalline Pt substrate. Cylinders schematically show dislocations. (h) A schematic of thin foil for TEM and STEM observations with embedded

Pt pyramids.

Figure 3 | BE-ESM images of the NiO film with various types defects. BE-ESM images of the region with both dislocations and square hills (a–c) and with

dislocations only (d–f). a, d AFM topographic image. b, e Amplitude maps at the resonance frequency. c, f Resonance frequency map. Small (blue) arrows

indicate dislocations and large (green) arrows indicate a square defect. The region shown by black arrows are showing reverse relationship between

resonance frequency map and amplitude map compared to the other region.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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electroresistive phenomena. The ESM employs detection of bias-
induced reversible strains mediated by ionic motion to probe local
electrochemical activity. An electric field is applied to a nanoscale
area of the sample surface via an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip
in contact with the surface, leading to ion or vacancy migration. The
ionic motion induces local chemical expansion strain, resulting in
surface displacement detected by the AFM tip. Here, to maximize the
sensitivity through the resonance enhancement and obviate
topographic artifacts, the measurements were performed in the
band excitation (BE) mode47,48.

To explore the electrochemical activity on the pristine NiO sur-
face, the ESM imaging was performed. The results are summarized in
Fig. 3. In the topographic image of the NiO single crystalline film, two
kinds of characteristic defect structures have been observed. The
small pits observed both in Figs. 3a and d (see blue arrows), corre-
spond to the dislocations42. The other defect type is associated with a
squared hillock, as observed in Fig. 3a (see green arrow). The sample
was set to the microscope so that the horizontal axis of the image

becomes almost parallel to [010]. Though the sample set direction
includes error of about 10 degree due to inaccuracy of sample hand-
ling and image drift, the square structures seem to be consist of four
,110. edges from Figs. 3a and 5. The size of square defects is in the
same order with the Pt pyramids observed in TEM images. Hence
this square structure corresponds to the Pt pyramids existing beneath
the NiO film. The hillocks are sometimes accompanied by large holes
in the center. This is because of strain concentration at the NiO film
over the top of Pt pyramids.

The response amplitude at the resonance frequency against an
applied BE waveform with the AC amplitude of 3 V and DC offset
of 220 V is mapped for both defects in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3e, respect-
ively. The positive bias is defined to be the direction from the Pt
substrate to the NiO film surface. Small ESM amplitude is observed
at the dislocations and pyramids. The local variations of resonance
frequency in Figs. 3c and f can be ascribed to the topographic effects.
The BE waveform is used for reducing crosstalk effect between topo-
graphy, amplitude, resonance frequency, phase and quality factor,

Figure 4 | Illustration of the FORC ESM and I-V method. (a) A schematic of a bipolar FORC waveform. (b) A schematic of one triangular wave in the

FORC measurements. Triangular waves were formed by a set of pulses, and ESM measurements were carried out in the pulse-off state, whereas I-V

measurements were carried out in thepulse-on state. (c) A schematic of two consecutive BE waveforms. A selected number of sinusoidal waves with

frequencies within a band centered on the resonance frequency are combined to construct the band excitation waveform. (d) Typical ESM hysteresis loops

obtained by averaging the ESM responses for all 50 3 50 measured points in Fig. 5. Various parameters mapped in Fig. 5 are defined here. (e) Typical I-V

hysteresis loops obtained by averaging the ESM responses for all 50 3 50 measured points in Fig. 5.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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however, the BE method cannot fully remove the crosstalk. In Fig. 3,
almost features in amplitude maps correspond to those in resonance
frequency maps, though the color contrast is opposite. So almost
features in amplitude maps are corresponding with topographic
effect, and it is hard to tell whether these features are according to
topographic crosstalk or not. Only the region with large hole in
Figs. 3a–c is showing positive correlation between resonance fre-
quency and amplitude as indicated by black arrows in Fig. 3c and
hence the amplitude response at these regions is not a topographic
crosstalk.

The BE-ESM data provide some insight into the local ionic beha-
vior of as-grown state. However, this information is limited and is
insufficient to comprehensively characterize electroresistive phe-
nomena associated with formation of conductive path or other ionic
motion. Thus, to explore local probing of both ionic and electronic
degrees of freedom, we use an approach based on multimodal prob-
ing of ionic and electronic behaviors by utilizing FORC method49.

Application of bias to the tip at very low voltages does not alter the
chemical state of the system. Hence, the I-V curves are non-hysteric.
However, for relatively high voltages, the electric field induces
changes in chemical state of the system, and the hysteresis in I-V
curves appears as long as the sample has conductivity. Thus, the
FORC-based probing can provide insight into the local ionic (from
ESM and IV) and electronic (from IV) behavior once both detection
modalities are implemented in a single measurement. Here, a tri-
angular voltage sweep consisting of many pulses on a timescale of
about 2 ms (Figs. 4a and b) is used. Current was collected in the field-
on state and the ESM response was collected in the field-off state by
application of the exciting BE waveforms between these pulses
(Fig. 4c). Eight triangular waveforms with increasing peak biases

from 5 V to 40 V were applied for each point to get information
about the history-dependent behavior through the FORC method.
Fig. 4d displays hysteresis loops averaged over all of the 50 3 50
measurement points shown in Fig. 5, manifesting a clear loop open-
ing at high biases, which means electroresistive phenomena and ionic
motion certainly occurred in the measured region.

Here, the FORC ESM method is applied to an area with both the
dislocation pits and a Pt pyramid (Fig. 5a). Shown in Figs. 5b and c
are spatial maps of the ESM loop area (the area under the ESM
hysteresis loop) and the maximum difference of surface displace-
ment. Both of the spatial maps show low responses at the Pt pyramid.
The definitions of parameters (except for loop area) are shown in
Fig. 4d. By analyzing individual ESM hysteresis loops in the bulk, the
defect interior and the corner of the Pt pyramid as shown in Fig. 5d,
the characteristic responses at the square defect is revealed.
Specifically, the square defect shows asymmetric hysteretic behavior
in contrast to the bulk region with dislocations showing symmetric
hysteretic behavior. The ESM loop area and maximum difference of
surface displacement are smaller at the Pt pyramid. However, by
focusing the area over the Pt pyramid, the corners of the Pt pyramid
show relatively larger response, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5b.
Figs. 5e and f also show similar behavior. Thus the obtained FORC
ESM loops provide insight into ionic activity on the NiO surface and
defects and its evolution with bias. We further note that in all cases
the observed dynamics is reversible. One-time events like tip-
induced electroforming can be readily observed as jump-like changes
of contrast in ESM associated with formation of large-scale topo-
graphic features, and were avoided here.

To gain insight into history-dependent electronic behaviors, the
FORC I-V spectroscopy49 was realized concurrently with ESM. In

Figure 5 | FORC ESM ionic transport maps. FORC ESM spatial maps of NiO film with dislocations and a square defect. (a) Topographic image of the

measured region. Spatial maps of the ESM parameters: (b) ESM loop area (Arrows show the points with large response in the square defect), (c) maximum

difference of the surface displacement, (e) imprint, and (f) nucleation bias. (d) ESM hysteresis loops extracted at the points shown by dots in a. Each

loop is averaged for six points.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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this, current was measured in bias-on state during pulsed triangular
voltage sweep as shown in Fig. 4b. Current maps at several peak
biases are shown in Fig. 6. The triangular voltage sweeps were carried
out with gradually increasing peak biases from 5 V to 40 V in 8
sweeps for each point, and the current maps are sampled at the each
peak of the triangular waveforms as shown in Fig. 6b. Conductive
spots are clearly formed in the maps of negative voltages. In particu-
lar, the conductive spots are formed only at four locations, which
correspond to the corners of the Pt pyramid. The current maps at
positive voltages are also showing conductive spots, and the positions
of conductive points in both positive and negative biases are almost
overlapping. The corners of the Pt pyramids also show specific con-
trasts in the ESM loop area map in Fig. 5b, allowing us to conclude
that ESM loop area map reflect ionic dynamics during conductive
path formation.

Interestingly, hysteretic electrochemical phenomena are observed
in the I-V loops at all conductive spots. I-V loop area and current
maps are compared in Fig. 7. Large values in I-V loop area maps
(Figs. 7b and c) correspond to large loop opening in I-V loop (Figs. 7e
and f), indicative of the degree of conduction hysteresis. Hysteretic
phenomena in I-V spectroscopy are mainly associated with the ion or
vacancy motion, and here a pronounced ion or vacancy motion is
observed at the points of high conductivity. The combination of ESM
and I-V spectroscopy techniques, thus, revealed that the ionic mobil-
ity is not directly connected to the formation of the conductive spots,
suggesting the presence of other factors, and the phenomenon is
quite complex because the electronical and electrochemical phenom-
ena appear to be intermixed. The fact that the resistivity is very high
at low voltage means there are a few nanometer of NiO film over the

top of Pt pyramid. This is because if the thickness of film is less than a
few nanometer, the conductivity at around Pt pyramid must be much
higher and I-V curve must be more linear according to the direct
contact between Pt coated tip and Pt substrate or tunneling effect
between them.

Finite element modeling. The NiO/Pt interfaces form a bi-axial
strain field, which becomes quite complex in the vicinity of Pt
pyramids. Here, to explore the effect of strain field on ionic dyna-
mics, we performed finite element calculations. For the calculations,
we used the model with one Pt pyramid consist of 4 equivalent {111}
and (001). The model also include the region without Pt pyramid,
where 100 nm thickness NiO is deposited on flat Pt (001). To
represent the static strain field caused by lattice mismatch between
the substrate and the film, we used the difference of thermal
expansion coefficient for Pt and NiO. We are assuming the
phenomena at room temperature, but to introduce the stress
consistent with the lattice mismatch, we have ‘‘virtually’’ heated
the sample. This virtual heating does not affect the calculation
result, except for introducing stress. The heating temperature was
determined to be the lattice mismatch is 9%, which is the lattice
constant difference between NiO and Pt. Here, we assumed there
is no stress relief in the film because of the following reasons. Usually,
the strain in the film is relieved by introducing dislocations, grain
boundaries and other lattice defects. The NiO film used in this study
is single crystal, so including no grain boundaries. Also, no other two
dimensional lattice defects are observed in TEM images. So the strain
relief should accompanies dislocations, however, by taking the
dislocations existing in the NiO film into account, there are still

Figure 6 | Current conductivity maps at selected peak biases. Current maps recorded simultaneously with FORC ESM shown in Fig. 5. (a) Topographic

image of the measured region. (b) A schematic of the applied voltage waveform envelope. Current maps in (c–f) are obtained at the peak biases

highlighted by filled circles. Current maps at the peak biases highlighted by open circles are not shown here. Current maps peak biases are: (c) 25 V,

(d) 225 V, (e) 35 V, (f) 235 V.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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strain consistent with the lattice mismatch of about 8.8%. Hence the
dislocation density is not high enough to relief the strain and we need
to consider the lattice mismatch in full.

In the calculations, we considered volume change associated with
the defect concentration and thermal strain. Under the existence of
charged point defects, electric potential and elastic strain energy
must be considered in thermodynamic potential in addition to the
chemical potential and the activity. By considering the thermodyn-
amic equilibrium across bulk region and the region with strains, the
charges originating from the dominant defects can be represented by
the defect concentrations (see supplementary information S3). The
positive charge concentration cv and the negative charge concentra-
tion ce are defined as50:

cv(x,y,z)~c?v exp
�Vv

3RT
sx(x,y,z)zsy(x,y,z)zsz(x,y,z)
� �� �

exp
{2F
RT

Dw0

� �

ce(x,y,z)~c?e exp
�Ve

3RT
sx(x,y,z)zsy(x,y,z)zsz(x,y,z)
� �� �

exp
{2F
RT

Dw0

� � ð2Þ

where c?e ~c?v are the oxygen vacancy and extra electron concentra-
tions in bulk, �Vv and �Ve are the partial molar volumes for oxygen
vacancy and extra electron, respectively, R is the gas constant, T is
temperature, sx, sy and sz are the stress tensor components, F is the
Faraday constant and Dw0 is the surface potential. The details of
parameters are provided in the supplementary information S.1.

Calculated stress map in the vicinity of the Pt pyramid is shown in
Fig. 8a. The strain in NiO around the top facet of the Pt pyramid is
much larger than in the bulk region. The extra electron density map
at the surface calculated from the stress map and eq. (1) is shown in
Fig. 8b. The figure clearly shows that the extra electrons preferentially
concentrate at the corners of the top facet of the truncated Pt pyr-

amid. This simulation image matches well with the experimental
current map shown as the inset in Fig. 8b.

Discussions
In contrast to the simple strain distributions around dislocations in
the bulk NiO, Pt pyramids form complicated strain field over their
tops. The strain around a pure edge-type dislocation can be expressed
by a simple plane strain condition. On the other hand, Pt pyramids
has four facets and one top plane, and each of these form a Pt/NiO
with plane strain due to the lattice mismatch. As a result, a volumetric
strain is formed in NiO over the top of the truncated Pt pyramid.
Flexibility against an applied stress of a region with volumetric strain
is much different from that of a region with plane strain. Regions
with plane expansive strain allow for stress relaxation in the mech-
anically unimpeded direction so long as the Poisson’s ratio of NiO is
positive52. On the other hand, under volumetric strain, the strain-
induced lattice volume change cannot be compensated by mech-
anical effects, necessitating the vacancy redistribution. Usually lattice
shrinks in NiO under positive bias, as positive bias-induced oxygen
ions concentration compensates oxygen vacancies, and expands
under negative bias35,52,53. These analyses can rationalize why ESM
is sensitive to the positive bias and insensitive to the negative bias at
the region with volumetric expansive strain and show asymmetric
ESM hysteresis in Fig. 5d.

The conductive paths formation can be explained by the amount
of strain and the geometry of Pt pyramids. Each face of the pyramids
forms expansive strain in the NiO thin film according to the large
lattice mismatch between NiO and Pt. The large stresses concentrate
at the corners of Pt pyramids. According to the eq. (1), oxygen
vacancies and extra electrons concentrate at the region with large

Figure 7 | I-V loop opening at the conductive points. Current maps and spatial maps of I-V loop area simultaneously obtained with Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. (a)

topographic image of the measured region. (b) Current map at 240 V. (c) Current map at 40 V. (d) Individual I-V loops extracted from the encircled

point in e. (e) I-V loop area map calculated for negative branch of I-V loop. (f) I-V loop area map calculated for positive branch of I-V loop.

(1)

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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strain as far as the eq. S1 in the supplementary information is dom-
inating the defect chemistry in NiO. Furthermore, the voltage concen-
tration occurs at the sharp corners of Pt pyramids. Thus the
conductive paths are formed by oxygen vacancies and extra electrons
concentration at the corners of Pt pyramids. The proposed mechan-
isms are confirmed by finite element method calculations. Large stress
is applied at the corners of Pt pyramid. Subsequently, oxygen vacan-
cies and extra electrons concentrate at the corners as shown in Fig. 8b.

After the bud for the conductive paths formation is sprout, the
conductive paths formation was observed by both ESM in Fig. 5 and
I-V in Fig. 7. Hysteresis opened only in the high voltage about 220 or
30 V in I-V, though that opens from low voltage around 10 V in
ESM. These results are implying that the ionic motion is started from
much lower voltage than the conductive path formation35. The con-
ductive paths are formed by gradual ionic motion started from low
voltage, not by abrupt change at a specific voltage.

Conclusions
In summary, the multimodal multidimensional FORC ESM I-V
method is applied to the various defects introduced single crystalline
NiO. The method enabled us to directly monitor the complex phe-
nomena of electronic and electrochemical behaviors during the
formation of the conductive paths. Only the corners of the Pt pyr-
amid underneath the NiO film show conductive path formation
absent in the bulk region with Ni-deficient dislocations. The ESM
response at the pyramidal defects is asymmetric, with the response
being larger at the corner sites. Though the ESM response is asym-
metric at the corners of the pyramidal defects, the I-V hysteresis
loops were point symmetric. The asymmetry of hysteresis loops is
explained by the complex strain field around the Pt pyramid.
According to the finite element calculations, the conductive filament
formations are induced by the oxygen vacancies and extra electrons
concentration around the corners of Pt pyramid due to the large
strain. The results are showing complex relationship between elec-
trochemical and electronic behaviors. This high dimensional com-
plexity might be the difficulty present in understanding the
underlying mechanisms of electroresistive phenomena, and the
method used in this study proved to be a strong tool for overcoming
this difficulty.

More generally, combination of the AFM transport imaging meth-
ods with the STEM-based characterization of the defect structures
will allow building libraries of electronic and ionic behavior for indi-
vidual defect types. Subsequently, the partial AFM and STEM
information will be sufficient to predict overall behavior of the sys-
tem, model device operation, etc.

Finally, this study illustrates how single defective structures exhibit
well-defined electroresistive phenomena. Recently, single defective

structures were predicted to be the ultimately limit for nanometer or
sub-nanometer scale devices for electronic or magnetic applica-
tions25,42. This study show the possibility to expand applications to
the electroresistive or electrochemical fields.

Methods
Materials. A 100 nm thick (001)-oriented epitaxial NiO thin film was prepared by
pulsed laser deposition on a Pt single crystalline substrate. The substrate temperature
was fixed at 300 K, oxygen partial pressure was 1 3 1025 Torr, and the laser fluence
and frequency were set to 1.5 J cm22 and 10 Hz, respectively. Following film
deposition, the sample was annealed in air at 1,373 K for 0.5 h to improve
crystallinity and stoichiometry45. X-ray diffraction studies and TEM observations
confirmed the NiO films to be in an epitaxial single-crystal form and of high quality
(see supplementary S.2).

AFM measurements. AFM studies were performed with a commercial system
(Asylum Research Cypher and Bruker Multimode) controlled externally by a
computer via custom-written LabVIEW and MATLAB codes. ESM imaging and
FORC ESM were carried out using a BE centered around the resonance frequency of
the cantilever in contact with the sample, about 300 , 380 kHz in this case. The BE
waveform with 3 V amplitude was applied to a Pt/Cr coated probe (BudgetSensors
Multi75E-G). Current was measured off of the bottom Pt electrode with the help of a
current amplifier (FEMTO, DLPCA-200). Excitation generation and data acquisition
was performed by National Instruments cards.

TEM and STEM observations. Conventional TEM observations were performed
using a JEM-2010HC (JEOL). High resolution ADF-STEM observations and EELS
(Gatan Model 756 Enfina) analysis were conducted with an ARM-200F (JEOL)
equipped with an aberration corrector (CEOS). EDS mapping and related bright
field-STEM observations are carried out with EM-002BF (JEOL) equipped with twin
EDS system (Noran voyger). All TEMs and STEMs were operated at 200 kV. The thin
foils for TEM observations were prepared by wedge polishing including no ion
milling process.

Finite element calculations. The strain map and the charge concentration map were
calculated by finite element methods as described in ref. 47. Further details and
parameters are described in the supplementary information S.4.
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